
Corporate Storytelling and KM -
Summary

Date & time 
Tuesday, February 1, 2011 - 17:00 - 18:00 UTC

Moderated and Summarised
@Alheri  -  Lilly Evans

Active Participants
@BarbaraFillip @swanwick @Alheri @ananeves @gaurisalokhe @temenke @ithorpe @jmcgee 
@jeffhester @rsamii @Vivisimo_Inc @liz_with_hat @abbielundberg @knowledgetank 
@viewfromthecave @roopher @lizgloyn @umwiza @NandiniOomman @gquaggiotto = 20 people

Other Participants
@erich13 known but no evidence as to who else may have followed #KMers or responded directly 
to individual active participants without the hashtag

Main Points
Why (do it or not)
- Storytelling is rarely considered urgent
- Value of storytelling not seen as high in the organisation -does not come from the top

What (is involved, definition, organizational preconditions)
- The hardest part is to find time amongst the urgent to focus on the important
- At Fluor we've been very successful with storytelling
- In various NASA programs, storytelling is a core element of the KM approach
- Finding a teller is usually not the problem. Finding an audience that feels it is the most valuable 

use of their time can be
- There has to be a culture of trust in organization to encourage storytelling
- Stories must make you think or feel something new.
- Willingness to share failure also goes back to a safe knowledge sharing learning org
- Challenge is get organizations share their failure stories as opposed to putting them under the rug
- Storytelling and decision making can be two sides of the same coin. Former can help make better 

decisions.

How (it is done and what needed)
- professional video taping
- Walk me through the story" to get relevant/telling detail in AARs
- (I believe that) self-confident + knowledgeable people embrace storytelling b/c they know their 

stuff and have enough "nuggets" to share 
- Whether stories or case studies, it helps to think of a focus or learning point ahead of time (from a 

Knowledge Transfer perspective)
- NASA case studies are decision-making cases. They tell you the story until a point where you 

have to think through a decision.
- How we flush out stories is the challenge
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- You definitely have to convince people of their personal benefit in telling stories.

Examples
- In various NASA programs, storytelling is a core element of the KM approach, especially for 

knowledge transfer to younger generation
- Pro speakers are great at using PowerPoint -it is usually just a series of photos meant more for 

mood than content
- We use case studies (small and not so small) as "stories" to enhance learning in training and 

workshops
- My brother-in-law used to award a bottle of champagne for the worst customer encounter of the 

week story to his team
- I also like "let's unpack that" - signifies there's a lot there to work with
- The sharing of Best Demonstrated Practices, where someone who had a positive experience 

helping a client tells how they did it.
- If you want to become a better storyteller, I'd suggest finding other good storytellers to read, listen 

to, and copy
- At the time of BankOne heyday one of their biggest strengths was storytelling linked to 

management control system
- Majority of NASA case studies are of things that went wrong. More difficult to write success 

stories, though there are plenty
- NASA and int'l dev't world at opposite ends of the spectrum in terms of handling failure (having 

worked in both)
- I asked people who among their colleagues they thought had a good (success) story to tell, then 

invited that person to speak
- We ask people to share their stories, both informally and formally.  The best stories are rewritten 

and retold, and the people recognized.
"
Results (incl. barriers)
- At Fluor we've been very successful with storytelling
- "Walk me through the story" is an excellent way to help people get past vague generalizations to 

relevant/telling detail in AARs
- In NASA knowledge transfer to younger generation programs storytelling is a core element of the 

KM approach
- Having people tell success stories as small case studies can work
- Award a bottle of champagne to a team for ‘the worst customer encounter of the week’ story
- Stories of recent cases at department meetings, hugely popular
- If the storyteller is not skilled, its easy to zoom out!
- At Fluor, our storytelling centers around success stories, often initially collected via online 

forums.
- I think stories need to engage listeners so they can relate to them and see where they might apply
- Often we are trying to promote KM and storytelling in orgs where culture does not exist - hence 

fear
- I think we learn more from good failure stories than success stories
- An President I worked under in a turn-around gained more respect and support by sharing failure 

stories than you can imagine. He had immediate trust and credibility
- Learning org culture not always present in public health. I work bottom up, top down. No 1 

(bottom up) approach works in all settings
- Org.culture determines how failure related stories are received and shared- in BankOne they were 

at a premium
- I find willingness to discuss failure is an excellent diagnostic of organizational health
- The best stories are rewritten and retold, and the people recognized.
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- Story telling fostering sound decision making.
- I found that reciprocity tends to work -not immediately and not necessarily in large groups.
- An annual contest where we recognize the best stories from the past 12 months.  The winners 

select a local charity to receive a donation in their name.
- When looking for success stories and willing to pay a prize to the best 3 only 1 was submitted. 

Dept. Size: 800.
- You should check out @Loudmind work with @mercycorps staff in Iraq recently. Love their focus 

on stories.
- Getting one brave, excellent storyteller to set example helps.
- Storytelling makes decision making much more 'human' as opposed to mechanistic.

Who (does it, motivations and guidance)
- I believe people love to tell their story. They just may not believe others are interested. 
- A President in a turn-around gained more respect and support by sharing failure stories than you 

can imagine
- People who wouldn't think to tell a story to a whole group often told 1-2 friends & people who 

wouldn't put selves forward often happy to recommend a friend
- Some do it for the opportunity to leave a legacy. Some do it for recognition. Some simply do it 

because we ask.
- A great way to incentivize people is by letting them share with their peers.
- Stories are collected by our knowledge communities, informally via discussion forums & formally 

via "success story" form.
- The impact of a story may depend on position in org - if it is a boss doing it first will probably 

have an effect, more junior person not, if still afraid of boss.
- Storytelling often start by sharing with one person in one on one or in small group. Relationship 

needed first.
- We have published guidelines (for) annual contest where we recognize the best stories, then an 

internal review by the core KM team, with winners selected by C-level exec panel.
- Onus isn't just on organisations but also us as learning community to address failures & replicate 

success rather than just latter.  That would help build a culture of sharing (& learning) w/out risk 
of being attacked for being honest about what works & what doesn't!

- Get leaders to model storytelling & let go of PPTs. Provide some handholding at first, w/ a skilled 
facilitator.

Where (it happens)
- at corporate events and captured on camera
- The repeating of stories can be at the cooler, but any archive would need to be formal.
- At Nielsen we had Art Journalist tell stories at internal events. As he aged we put those stories to 

tape. Now shown to new hires.

Links
- NASA's Masters Forums: Storytelling http://bit.ly/i6rbfG
- NASA/OCKO Case Studies (multiple collections): http://bit.ly/ijtWMM 
- Storytelling structure example: http://bit.ly/4CJo8W
- ʻSomething in it for you’ http://bit.ly/5Ekw7u 
- NASA http://bit.ly/fylQfK place to start collecting stories
- NASA APPEL Case Studies |http://bit.ly/fEHcqk
- Steve Denning: Storytelling in Business  http://is.gd/M2eMPz  
- Failure in international development vs. NASA. http://barbarafillip.blogspot.com/2009/07/

defining-success-and-failure-m...
- Steve Denning: Squirrel Inc.- Fable of Leadership through Storytelling http://is.gd/qu5gld 
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- Sparknow in UK has lot of experience in storytelling for KM: http://bit.ly/dRdaPp
- Fluor success story contest guidelines http://t.co/h7ATRDB (from @jeffhester)

Takeaways by Participants
- Even where storytelling is top sponsored, but value can still be seen as low
- If storytelling is to be useful it must be seen as valuable and supported as a decision making aid
- Glad to see that some organizations have enough success to have top people involved. Very 

encouraging
- Idea about following up what people are implementing from the stories
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